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Imagine you are designing a logo for 
your personal website...





“The design is so bad that no one wants 
to critique it.”



Negative Feedback is Common Online

● Users with low-agreeable traits are more active online.

● People are more aggressive because of online 
disinhibition effect.

● Negative feedback snowballs.



Online feedback collection has many benefits.

● Low cost + Fast Response
● Seek feedback from a diverse audience
● Particularly useful for novice content generators



Three Theory-Based Coping Activities

● Self-affirmation: Critcher et al. ‘10; Sherman & Cohen 
‘06; Steele ‘88

● Expressive Writing: Lazarus ‘93; Pennebaker ‘97; 
Duijnhouwer et al. ‘12

● Distraction: Baird et al. ‘12; Broderick ‘05;
Rooij & Jones ‘13



Feedback Set of Different Valence Balances

● In reality, content creators usually receive a set of 
feedback.

● We would like to see how effective the interventions are.

● Four levels of valence balances: all negative, mainly 
negative, mainly neutral, all neutral.





Research Questions

● How do feedback sets with different balances of valence 
affect participants’ affective states, extents of revision, and 
perceptions of the feedback and its providers?

● To what degree can coping activities based on theories of 
self-affirmation, expressive writing, and distraction, 
mitigate the influence of negative feedback on these same 
measures?



4 x 4 design w/ Coping Activity and Valence Balance
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Self-Affirmation
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Distraction







Measures

● Affective states
● Revision extents
● Perception of the feedback and its providers



Affective States
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Revision Extents
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Perception of Feedback Providers



Perception of Feedback



Discussion

● Affective states, revision extents, and perceptions have 
have different levels of sensitivity to negative feedback.

● Nonliteral feedback may still carry negative valence.

● Platform designers could choose which activity to use 
based on which measure they value most.



Contributions to Theory

● The coping activities are not as generalizable as prior 
work shows.

● Mixed valence balance feedback set may be more 
nuanced than negative valence information.

● Participants may consider feedback to be subjective 
opinions instead of factual information.



Conclusion

● Empirical knowledge of how negative feedback sets 
impact users’ affective states, revision extents, and 
perception

● Deeper empirical understanding of how the coping
activities mitigate the effects of negative feedback

● Practical guidelines regarding when to use what coping 
activity to improve users’ resilience to negative feedback



Limitations

● Participants recruited from MTurk
● Generic feedback instead of customized feedback



Future Work

● Larger feedback set
● Positive valence feedback
● Expert participants


